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Central Library
Open Stacks
C40  General
CB2  History of civilization
  CB19  Philosophy. Theory
  CB25  General works
  CB195  Civilization and race
         CB203  Special civilizations
  CB311  By period
         CB351  Medieval
         CB357  Modern
         CB361  Renaissance

CC1  Archaeology
  CC72  Philosophy. Theory
  CC75  Methodology

CD40  Diplomatics. Archives. Seals
  CD931  Archives
         CD987  History. Statistics
         CD1708  By region or country: Europe: Netherlands: Other local archives: Municipal (A-Z)

CE6  Technical Chronology. Calendar

CJ23  Numismatics
  CJ23  Coins
         CJ208  Ancient
         CJ833  Roman: General works

CN15  Inscriptions. Epigraphy
  CN120  By period
         CN340  Ancient inscriptions: Classical languages
         CN350  Greek

CR13  Heraldry
  CR4509  Chivalry and nighthood (Orders. Decorations)
         CR4701  Orders: Military-religious orders: General works

CS14  Genealogy
  CS45  By region or country
         CS404  Europe

CT21  Biography
  CT21  Biography as an art or literary form
  CT25  Autobiography
  CT213  National biography: By region or country
         CT773  Europe: Great Britain. England

For more information visit our website ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.